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AN EFFICIENT MODELING APPROACH FOR SUBSTRATE

NOISE COUPLING ANALYSIS WITH MULTIPLE CONTACTS

IN HEAVILY DOPED CMOS PROCESSES

1. INTRODUCTION

With the continued scaling of CMOS processes, it is possible to integrate

digital, analog and RF circuitry on a single chip. The digital circuits inject noise

that is sensed by the sensitive analog and RF blocks through the common substrate.

This noise coupling from the substrate can severely degrade the performance of noise

sensitive circuits. For this reason, it is essential that substrate noise coupling analysis

is included in the design flow of integrated circuits. Furthermore, this analysis must

be accurate and efficient for large designs.

The increasing importance of substrate noise coupling in integrated circuits

has resulted in many studies on this topic. At present several numerical techniques

are available for substrate noise coupling [1]- [4] and [11]. These approaches, how-

ever, can only be used after the final layout has been done. A large resistive substrate

network is extracted for low frequency applications [17] and included in circuit simu-

lations. Model-order reduction techniques are used to reduce the size of the substrate

network [1] and [5], but these techniques continue to be computationally expensive

for full-chip substrate noise analysis. An alternate approach has been pursued in [6]
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and [12] where simple scalable macromodels have been used for efficient substrate

resistance extraction.

In [6], a scalable design-oriented macromodel was presented that predicts

substrate noise coupling between blocks based on their separation and size. This

macromodel makes it possible for designers to simulate the effects of substrate noise

in a circuit during the design phase. The model was developed for heavily doped

substrates.

In this thesis, the focus is on an efficient macromodel for substrate noise

coupling in heavily and lightly doped CMOS substrates. This model is an extension

and reformulation of the model proposed in [6] and has been extensively validated

with device simulations, electromagnetic simulations and measured data. The model

has significantly better computational efficiency and accuracy than [12].

The thesis is organized as follows. The macromodel of [6] is briefly described

in Section 2. The substrate model for two contacts is then extended to multiple

contacts and arbitrary shapes by eliminating the drawbacks of the previous macro-

model in Section 3. A preliminary model for lightly doped substrates is proposed

in Section 4. Applications of the model and its computational efficiency are demon-

strated in Section 5. Experimental verification of the model is given in Section 6.

Conclusions and future work are provided in Section 7.
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2. MACROMODEL

Currently the most commonly used method to resolve substrate noise coupling prob-

lems is a very costly trial-and-error procedure due to the lack of an efficient sub-

strate network extractor for practical circuits. This delays IC designs and increases

engineering time. Many techniques have been proposed for substrate network com-

putation.

Several results have been published with detailed numerical analyses of sub-

strate noise coupling. In [1], [2] and [8] device simulators were used for a full numer-

ical simulation of currents and potentials in the substrate. A simplified substrate

equation can be obtained by solving the Poisson's and current continuity equations

in the substrate. The partial differential equations are usually solved by difference

equations and the finite difference method is a popular method. In this method

the entire substrate is discretized or meshed. The resulting resistance and capaci-

tance matrices are very large but sparse. For these numerical techniques, the mesh

definition plays a key role, since there is a tradeoff between accuracy and computa-

tional efficiency. In general, it is not possible to obtain accurate results using the

traditional numerical techniques for large circuits.

Another method to calculate the substrate network is the boundary element

method (BEM). The boundary element methods [2], [4] and [11] are based on the

solution of the Green's function with appropriate boundary conditions. This method

requires meshing only for the contacts and results in a small but dense Z matrix. In

order to calculate substrate resistances, the inverse Z matrix has to be computed.

Dense matrix inversion has a computational complexity of O(N3) where N is the

matrix dimension. Hence this method is also coinput ationally intensive for large

problems.
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In the BEM the major computational burden is the implementation of the

Green's function directly, as a double Fourier series. Each entry in the dense BEM

matrix requires a large number of multiplications. Usage of a two-dimensional dis-

crete cosine transform (DCT), implemented efficiently with an FFT algorithm [10]

can considerably improve the computational efficiency. But the method still has dif-

ficulty in handling problems with large numbers of contacts.The preprocessed BEM

[9] is different from the ordinary boundary element methods in that Z parameters

are obtained from polynomial curve fitting. This method provides a simpler esti-

mation of Z parameters. Although the preprocessed boundary element method is

not as computationally expensive as the previously described methods, models for

different geometries and spacings need to be computed and stored in a design tool

library.

The disadvantage of finite difference and direct boundary element techniques

is that they are computationally expensive and complex and hence do not provide

design insight. For preprocessed BEM, pre-characterized libraries have to be calcu-

lated in order to obtain models for different geometries. These libraries have to be

changed each time the technology is updated. Consequently, these methods are not

efficient for large and practical designs.

In [6] and [12], scalable macromodels for substrate resistances have been

developed. In these methods the substrate resistances are scalable with contact

dimensions, shape and separation, and therefore, can be easily calculated for a

given process. Scalable models are reusable when a layout is changed. The previous

macromodels were derived only for two contacts and cannot be readily used for

multiple contacts.

The model of [6] was obtained based on device simulation results from TMA-

Medici [13], a two-dimensional device simulator. Simulations have shown that a
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simple resistive macromodel can be used to model the substrate up to 2-3 GHz

accurately. In [6], the macromodel was developed for low frequencies and heavily

doped CMOS substrates.

This work was extended in [7] to a model for lightly doped CMOS processes

at low frequencies. A resistive two-port model is used to represent the substrate as

shown in Fig. 2.1.

x

Figure 2.1. Resistive model for substrate coupling for two contacts.

The advantages of these macromodels over the previous techniques can be

summarized as follows. These models are

Simple: The models can be used for any contact size and separation and

require only a few technology specific parameters.

Accurate: The models predict the resistance values accurately.

Efficient: The models can be used for arbitrary contact shapes and result in

small dense Z matrices. This translates into computational efficiency.
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Versatile: The macromodels can be easily used for different layouts, since they

are scalable and can be used with arbitrary contact shapes.

Intuitive: The calculated resistive network gives insight into the coupling and

isolation mechanisms on a substrate.
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3. EXTENSION OF MACROMODEL TO ARBITRARY MULTIPLE
CONTACTS

3.1. Shortcomings of the Current Model for Multiple Contacts

The substrate noise coupling macromodels of [6], [7] and [12] were developed

for two contacts. The resistance values were extracted for a pi-network (Fig. 2.1)

that includes a cross-coupling resistance between the contacts and resistances from

the contact to the backplane. However, substrate noise coupling involves multi-

ple contacts as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. From this figure, it can be seen that the

overall substrate coupling resistance network is complex. Each pair of contacts has

a resistance to the backplane as well as a cross-coupling resistance between each

other. Therefore macromodels must incorporate multiple contacts. A straightfor-

ward approach would be the use of the two-port resistive model for multiple contacts.

However this results in resistance values that are incorrect. As an example, consider

a two-port resistive network formulation derived for a 3-contact case. The simulated

resistance values for two identical contacts at a separation of x = l0prn are shown

in Fig. 3.2 (a). The addition of an identical third contact at x = 10µm separation

from both contacts alters the resistance values as shown by the simulated resistances

in Fig. 3.2 (b). According to a simple resistance formulation method, the resistance

values in Fig. 3.2 (b) should be identical to the values in Fig. 3.2 (a). However, this

is not the case and an alternate formulation is required. This example demonstrates

the shortcoming of extending the resistance-based macromodels [6], [7], and [12] di-

rectly to multiple contacts. Clearly, a reformulation of the original resistance-based

model is required.
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(Back meconmci

Figure 3.1. Resistive substrate network for multiple contacts.

2.7KQ

4485 S 448Q S 494Q S 494Q

(a) (h)

Figure 3.2. Substrate resistance values for (a) two identical contacts, and (b) three

identical contacts. This example illustrates the need for using an alternate formu-
lation instead of a resistance for timlal Ion.



3.2. Proposed Solution to Obtain the Substrate Resistances

The new formulation should be simple. accurate, scalable and intuitive as the

resistance-based one. Moreover, it should include the effect of nearby contacts and

predict the substrate resistance network accurately for any number of contacts. A

macromodel in which the voltages at the contacts and the currents through them are

related by scalable Z parameters satisfies all the above conditions. A model based

on Z parameters allows accurate prediction of resistance values in the presence of

nearby contacts. This is not the case for the resistance-based model.

Zmj-Vm
Ij

Figure 3.3. Z parameters are defined as the ratio of the open circuit voltage at
contact m to the source current at contact j for any arbitrary contacts j and 'in.

Z parameters are open circuit parameters as shown in Fig. 3.3, accordingly

the network under consideration stays the same for different Z-parameter measure-

ments. The Z parameters for two contacts do not change due to other nearby

contacts for large contact separations. Simulation results show that Z parameters

stay constant for separations larger than lO rm.

Although Y parameters are the dual of Z parameters, they cannot be used

to formulate the substrate network. The Y parameters are short circuit parame-
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ters, therefore for every Y-parameter measurement the substrate network is altered

because of the grounded nodes. A Y-parameter formulation also does not take

into account the cross-coupling resistances between two grounded nodes, and the

resistances from grounded nodes to the backplane. Fig. 3.4 shows the difference

between the resistive networks for Z-parameter and Y-parameter formulations for

a four-contact example. In Fig. 3.4 (a) a Z-parameter formulation is shown where

all resistances from the contacts to the backplane and cross-coupling resistances

between them are present because of the open circuit measurements. In Fig. 3.4

(b) a Y-parameter formulation is shown. Resistors R22, R33, R44, R23 and R34 are

eliminated in the Y-parameter formulation as they are connected between grounded

nodes.

R22

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4. The resistive substrate network for four contacts using: (a) a Z-
parameter formulation and (b) a Y-parameter formulation. In the Y-parameter
formulation resistors R22, R33, R44, R23 and R34 are eliminated as they are con-
nected between grounded nodes.
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Multiple contacts can be handled readily by using two-port Z parameters for

the core model formulation. The process for an N-contact problem consists of the

following steps:

1. The 2-port Z parameters are calculated using the size and separation infor-

mation of contacts j and rn. The matrix entries corresponding to the two

contacts j and m, shown in Fig. 3.5, are given in Eq. (3.1).

2. The N x N Z matrix is constructed from the 2-port Z parameters by consid-

ering two contacts at a time. This procedure results in a dense N x N matrix

when all contact pairs have been considered.

3. The resistance values are then calculated from the overall Z matrix, by invert-

ing the Z matrix.

Zj'm

Zjj 1 fl;zmm

Figure 3.5. Two-port Z parameters used for constructing an N-port Z matrix.

I
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3.3. Substrate Coupling Analysis Using 2D Device Simulations

Two-dimensional (2D) device simulations can be used to develop a model for

substrate coupling. Device simulations are a convenient way of deriving the model

because there are no measurement uncertainties. Furthermore, it is possible to do

many controlled experiments with a simulator by changing the size and separation of

injecting and sensing contacts. A 2D model provides insight into substrate coupling

mechanisms for different fabrication processes. Device simulators provide accurate

results and allow the user to define nonhomogeneous substrate layers such as p+

and n-well regions in a p- epi on p+ silicon substrate.

In order to derive the model, 2D simulations were performed using MEDICI

[13]. The key information provided to MEDICI is the process information such as the

doping concentrations and layer thicknesses, along with the size and separation of the

injecting and sensing contacts. MEDICI generates current flow lines, equipotential

lines and Y or Z parameters from the process information for a given separation

and contact size. The cross section of the heavily and lightly doped processes are

illustrated in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively.
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The heavily doped substrate shows three distinct layers: a heavily doped p+

channel-stop implant, a lightly doped epi layer and a heavily doped p+ bulk region.

The resistivities and thicknesses for these layers are shown in Fig. 3.6. The lightly

doped substrate consists of two layers: a p+ channel-stop implant and an uniform

lightly doped substrate, as shown in Fig. 3.7.

Contacts B
A

I

1 Ohm-cm +

15 Ohm-cm

1 mOhm-cm

V

P type Substrate

Figure 3.6. Cross section of a heavily doped substrate with point contacts.

The dependence of contact size for Z11 in heavily doped substrates is exam-

ined first. For a single contact case, the width of the contact is changed from 0.5µm

to 80iem and Z11 values are obtained from MEDICI simulations. The plots of Z11

and 1/Z11 with respect to the contact widths are shown in Fig. 3.8.

From Fig. 3.8 (b) a linear relationship can be seen between 1/Z11 and contact

width. This is confirmed by a linear form for 11Z11 given by

1
= a+ bwl (3.2)

Zit

where a and b are process parameters that can be obtained from curve fitting. The

values obtained for the substrate profile used in this particular simulation are:
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A
4- Contacts-,

B

P+ 15 mOhm-cm +

20 Ohm-cm

P type Substrate

T

Figure 3.7. Cross section of a lightly doped substrate with point contacts.

a = 6.5942 x 10-5
1

b = 3.5092 m

The plot of 1/Zll in Fig. 3.8 (b) shows good agreement between the model of Eq. (3.2)

and the data extracted from MEDICI simulations.

The next step in Z11 modeling is to understand the influence of two or more

contacts on Z11. The current flow lines for different separations provide insight into

the relationship between Z11 and the contact locations. In Fig. 3.9 (a) a single

contact is shown, while Figs. 3.9 (b), (c) and (d) illustrate two contacts with 5µm,

10µm and 40µm separations, respectively. The injector contact size is chosen as

wl = 0.5µm, and the sensor contact size is w2 = 10µm. From these plots, it can

be observed that for a single contact in Fig. 3.9 (a), all of the current flows from

the contact to the backplane. For a 5µm separation in Fig. 3.9 (b), the current also

flows to the backplane, but the second contact affects its distribution and hence the

value of Z11. Also for a separation of 10µm in Fig. 3.9 (c), all the current flows to the
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Figure 3.8. (a) Zit vs. contact width. (b) l/Z vs. contact width and its fit to a
line.
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backplane but the value of Z, I is different from the first two cases. In Fig. 3.9 (d).

the current flow lines are found to be the same as in the single contact case. Thus

it can be concluded that for separations larger than a certain value, the injector

contact behaves as a single contact. and Z11 is not affected by the neighbouring

contact. It is observed that for a 20µm separation Z11 is Within 1'/c of its value for

large separations, which is equal to l/(a + b it-1) while it is within 10`x% of this value

for a 10µm separation. For this reason. the above model for Z11 is valid only for

separations larger than 10µm.

The simulated values of Z12 show an exponentially decaying behavior as in

Fig. 3.10. The model for separations larger than 10µm is obtained as:

Z12 =

where cx and ,C3 are process parameters obtained from curve fitting. From iVIEDICI

simulations in Fig. 3.11 it can be seen that 3 is independent of contact widths.

The values obtained for the substrate profile used in this particular simulation

are:

cti = 233 S2 3 1.0666 x 10'
1
1
M

Next, the model is verified by comparing the values of the cross-coupling resistances

obtained from the model with simulated values. The two-port Y parameters for the

substrate macromodel are given by:

ff11 Y12

1121 Y22

Therefore,

Z22 z12 G11 + G12 -G12

-G21 G2, + G22Zt1

z12

ZI
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which gives

R12
z

Z12 Z21

where IZI is the determinant of the Z matrix. Y, Z. G and R matrices are sym-

metric because the resistive network between the contacts is a reciprocal one. The

R12 values for different separations (x) and contact widths calculated from the Z

parameters and obtained from MEDICI simulations are shown in Table 3.1.

S
R12 (x = 1011m) R12 (x = 40µrrt) R12 (x 100µm)

Source (µm) ensor (tire)
Model Sim. Model Sin. Model Sim.

0.5 0.5 39.2KQ 38.7KS2 1.081VIS2 1.04Mc2 659MS2 591MQ

0.5 5 40KS2 38.6KQ 1.08MQ 1.041152 651MQ 590ti'LS2

0.5 100 43.1KQ 38.6Kf2 1.08MQ 1.04MQ 649MS2 590MQ

2 5 40.2KQ 38.5KQ 1.08MQ 1.041NIQ 649MQ 589N/S2.

5 5 40.6KQ 38.5KS2 1.08MQ 1.04-IQ 641 M52 588MQ

10 100 41.9KS2 38.5KQ 1.04MQ 1.04Mc 628MS2 5881kID

Table 3.1. R12 values calculated from the Z-parameter-based model compared with
the values obtained from MEDICI simulations.

A comparison of the data in Table 3.1 shows that the worst case error is

11.66% for a separation of 10µm, while for 40µm and 1001im separations the errors

are 3.8% and 11.5%, respectively. The calculated resistance values are in agreement

with the values obtained from resistance based approach in [6].
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3.4. Extension of the Model to the Third Dimension

Although 2D device simulations are useful to illustrate substrate coupling

mechanisms, they cannot explain the influence of 3D geometries on substrate noise

coupling. For a 2D simulator a user can only define the substrate profile. including

thicknesses, doping levels and the contact widths in the input file. Hence, it is

impossible to predict coupling for different contact shapes using 2D simulations.

Fig. 3.12 illustrates 2D and 3D substrate structures. In a 2D structure only the

contact widths are defined. contact lengths can also be defined in a 3D structure.

w2-

To develop a model that is scalable with contact sizes and spacing, sev-

eral simulations were performed for heavily and lightly doped substrates using

Agilent/EEsof-Momentum [14], which is a 2.5-dimensional simulator assuming an

infinite die area. Agilent/EEsof-Momentum is an electromagnetic simulator which

allows the user to define different contact shapes in a layout, and produces an N-

port S-parameter output file, where N is the number of contacts in the layout. From

these S parameters, Z parameters can be calculated as described in Appendix A.

The key idea of the new niacromodel is to enable calculation of multiple port

resistance values using two-port Z paranneters. Accordingly. most of the simulations

were done using two contacts for a two-port model extraction. [ultiple port simu-
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lU
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711

0.2 ohnm-cm

130 ohm-cm

4mohm-cm

Figure 3.13. Substrate geometry for simulation of a heavily doped substrate in
Momentum.

lations were done to understand the effect of nearby contacts on Z parameters. In

order to verify simulation results obtained from Momentum, another 3D simulator

EPIC was used [15]. EPIC is a program that extracts substrate resistances and

capacitances using the Greens function method [2]. The substrate resistances are

calculated for the doping profiles for the 0.5µ7n MOSIS HP CMOS process shown

in Fig. 3.13. The calculated resistance values in this figure are average values for

the 0.5µm MOSIS HP CBIOS process, so they differ from the values for a general

heavily doped substrate as shown in Fig. 3.6. An analysis of the data obtained from

Momentum simulations shows that Z,1 is a function of the contact area and the

contact perimeter. Hence. Z1, can be expressed as:

Zll =
I

K0_lren + K2Perirneter + K3

where K1, K2 and K3 are empirical fitting parameters. This model for Zit is an

improvement over that proposed in [6] and is similar to the contact self resistance

model in [12].

For a square contact. l/Zr i increases quadratically with the contact width

as shown in Fig. 3.14. It is sceii that the model accurately predicts the simula-
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Lion results. The measured data from [6] is also used to verify the Zlr model. In

0.0

Figure 3.14. 1/ZI1 versus width for square contacts comparing the model and sim-
ulations.

Fig. 3.15, the model is compared with measured data and simulations and one can

see that there is good agreement between them. The deviations of the measured and

simulated Z11 values are expected due to the uncertainty in the substrate doping

profiles used in simulations.

The Z11 dependence on nearby contacts is also examined for 3D geometries.

Momentum simulation results show that for separations larger than IOµm, Z11 values

do not change due to nearby contacts. Fig. 3.16 summarizes the simulation results

for 5µm x 5µm contacts. The first part of this figure shows a single contact with

a simulated Z11 value of 533c2_. When this single contact is surrounded by four

identical contacts at a separation of 0.5µm, the value of Zli drops to 403Q due to

the nearby contacts. When the separation from the surrounding contacts increases

to 10µm, Z11 becomes 52852 as shown in the third part of Fig. 3.16. For separations

larger than 10µm, Z11 con erges to a single contact value. Fig. 3.16 shows that
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Figure 3.13. The Zir model is in good agreement with nleasureuients from [6] and
Momentum simulations.

the open circuit parameters stay constant for separations larger than 10µm. The

parameter extraction process for Z1, is summarized in Appendix B.

100

811

a a a

Single contact Separation=0.5 µm

Z11=535 Q Z11=403 S2

I

a

Separation=10 pm

Z11=528 Q

Figure 3.16. 3D simulation results showing Z1 i dependence on nearby contacts.

50x40 ,1x20
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On the other hand Z12i is a function of the contact geometries and the spac-

ing. The simulated values of Z12 have an exponentially decaying behavior with

increasing separation between the contacts as shown in Fig. 3.17. From this obser-

vation, Z12 is modeled as:

Z, = (Ye 3.5)

where 3 is a process dependent parameter. and cv is the value of Z12, at .r: 0.

Z12 values were obtained for a separation larger than 10/cm. which is the minimum

distance for which the model is applicable. The value of cv has a dependence on

contact dimensions as does Z11. At zero separation the two contacts merge into a

single contact and the value of n is equal to the Z11 value of this single merged

contact. Therefore the value of cx can be calculated by using the total area and

perimeter of the merged contact.

In this model, cv introduces the area and perimeter dependence of contacts

in the Z12 model, whereby the contact cross-coupling resistances depend on area,

perimeter and spacing of contacts. This is a significant difference from the model

of [12] where the perimeter dependence is completely ignored for the cross-coupling

resistances.

From simulations it is also observed that ; is independent of the contact

dimensions and is a constant for a given process. For this reason, the value of /

can be obtained by curve-fitting simulated or measured data. A comparison of the

model and simulations for Z12 is shown in Fig. 3.17 and good agreement between the

model of (3.5) and simulations is obtained. From this figure, it can also be seen that

is independent of the contact geometry since the slopes of log(Z12) for different

contact sizes are identical. The parameter extraction process for Z12 as a function

of x is summarized in Appendix C.
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, ........ {-- Model (5am x Sum)
D Simulation (5um x 5um)
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Separation (µm)

50 60

Figure 3.17. Simulations and model for Z12 show that 3 is independent of contact
sizes. The model and simulations are in good agreement.

3.5. Model for Contacts with Different Sizes

So far only rectangular contacts with identical sizes in the third dimension

have been considered. This is not the case in an actual layout as shown in Fig. 3.18.

In this section, the modeling of different contact shapes and their relative positioning

in heavily doped substrates is addressed. The relative positions of two contacts is

important when one of the contacts is smaller than the other one. An example

of two contacts with different sizes is shown in Fig. 3.18. The separation .r is the

distance between the inner edges of the two contacts. The relative position, y, is

defined to be zero when the bottom edges of two contacts are aligned and increases

in the direction of the arrow, as shown in Fig. 3.18.

According to the proposed Z-parameter nnodel. Z12 between two contacts de-

creases exponentially with an increase in the separation) .r as illustrated in Fig. 3.197

where both contacts are assumed to have the same length in the y direction.

x

Simulation x
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w

Figure 3.18. Two contacts with different sizes.

40 60 80
Separation (gm)

120

Figure 3.19. Simulations and model for Z12 show that Z12 decays exponentially with
increasing separation (:r) between the contacts.
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Fig. 3.20 shows the dependence of Z12 on different y values, for a fixed sep-

aration x = xa. Z12 is a maximum when the center of the small contact coincides

with the center of the large one. In Fig. 3.18; the maximum coupling occurs when

the center of the small contact coincides with w/2.

N

2.5
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Relative position y(µm)

Figure 3.20. Simulations for w = 1001vm show that Z12 has a quadratic dependence
on y when xo = 35µm. The maximum value of Z12 is at y = 45µm.

A curve fit on the data of Fig. 3.20 shows that Z12 can be modeled as a

polynomial function of p.

Z12 -ay2+by+c

The coefficients a and b are related to each other since Z12 is symmetrical with ur/2.

Therefore,

w b

2 2a

whereas c is equal to the value of Z12 at a separation x = xa.
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In (3.8), xo, is the separation used for curve fitting the y dependence of Z12. Hence,

only one additional parameter is required to model the Z12 dependence on the

relative contact position.

The coefficients ca. b and c are scalable with contact dimensions. Therefore

once the parameters are extracted for a specific geometry, they can be scaled for

different contact geometries. Fig. 3.21 shows two contacts at xp 0 for three

different values of y. For these three different cases, the maximum deviation in the

simulated value of Z11 is 1.(i 'A.

y =100 µm

Z11=76.122
q y = 80 um

Z1 1 = 74.96 Q y = 50 irm

Z1 1 = 74.91 0

Figure 3.21. A large (10pm x I I0iim) and small (IOEiln x 10j11n) contact. for three
different relative positions. The value of Z,i is constant for a. fixed area ail perime-
ter. Since the Z11 (rv) value is independent of ;/. parameters a, b and c arc scalable
with contact dimensions.

This example shows that parameters a, b and r have the same dependence on contact

dimensions. Therefore, the parameters (-art he scaled for different geometries using

Cu:
aold X --_ bn r is - bold

(Y n
>eu - bold x

l1

=Z12

anew X (3.9)
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where ov and awe,,, are equal to the Zi, value of the emerged contacts before and after

scaling, respectively. In Fig. 3.2 the length ot the second contact is very small

with respect to the first one. Two equal-sized contacts for two different ;y positions

are shown in Fig. 3.22. Simulated Zii values are again constant for y = O trn and

y = 50µm with a deviation of 3.3 % in the Z1I value. This example verfies that the

parameters a, b and c are scalable with contact dimensions.

Figure 3.22. two contacts of size (101m? x 110Ednt) and (110/tam x Wpm) for two
different relative positions at zero separation (.), - 0). The value of Zsr is constant
for a fixed area and perimeter. This cXaniplre verifies that the parameters (L, 6 and
c are scalable with contact dimensions.

The parameter extraction process for Z,-, as a function of y is summarized in

Appendix C.

-Vhen x and y change at the same time. Z can he modeled as the product

of these two effects.

Zit = I2 + by + r] ()_ i(:I,-X,) (3.10)

Fig. 3.23 shows good agreement. between expression (3.10) and simulation results

When x and ;y change concurrently.

y=50µm

Z11 =40.87c2
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Figure 3.23. Model predicts the simulation results for Z12 for variations in i and y.

When one contact is surrounded be another contact as shown in Fig. 3.24,

the number of interacting (coupling) sides is more than one. In such cases, the first

step in the Z12 calculation is to divide the complex contact shape into rectangular

contacts. Then the coupling between each rectangular part and the contact that

they surround are calculated separately. Finally, the overall Z12 between the two

contacts is the superposition of the calculated Z12 values. Fig. 3.24 illustrates two

sided coupling between an L-shaped and a square contact. In this example the L-

shaped contact is divided into two rectangular contacts 1 and 2. Z12 is calculated

as a superposition of couplings from these two contacts to the small one.

The model predicts simulated Z12 values for different y as shown in Fig. 3.25

for the contact geometries of Fig. 3.21.

ilrrm
ttu ';Ir'i 'pt I1fil!2' iIIN;tlil!

?; :!tiff
l.x i14...1. rlu... f
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Figure 3.24. An example of an L-shape and square contact illustrating two sided
coupling.
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Each of the curves in Fig. 3.25 is a cross section of a 3D Z12 plot as a function

of x and y, from Fig. 3.26. Consider the movement of the small square contact along

the contour lines shown in Fig. 3.26 (b). When the small contact is close to section 1

of the L-shaped contact, the major coupling component will be due to section 1. This

situation is illustrated as point A in Fig. 3.27. Whereas, when the small contact is at

point B, the maximum coupling is clue to section 2. At C. the contact is equidistant

from both the sections, hence the coupling from both sections is equally significant.

Because of the coupling from both sections, the Z12 value is the same as that of

A or B, even though it is not at a minimum distance from any section. Note that

there is a symmetry axis along the diagonal of the L shape due to the symmetry of

contact shape, and the constant Z contours are symmetric with respect to this axis.

The proposed model was also tested on asymmetric shapes and a good agreement

between the model and simulations has been obtained as shown in Fig.3.28.

Fig. 3.29(a) illustrates art example of three sided coupling between a U-shaped

and a square contact. The model predicts the simulated values accurately, as shown

in Fig. 3.30. Fig. 3.30 (a) shows a comparison of the model and the simulated Z12

values for varying y at five different separations xo. The comparison of the Z12

values for varying x and fixed y is shown in Fig. 3.30 (b). The model is also verified

for a four sided coupling example shown in Fig. 3.29(b). Fig. 3.31 illustrates the

model versus simulation results for this example. Matlab codes for model parameter

extraction for Z11 and Z12 are also provided in Appendices B and C respectively.
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(a)
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Figure 3.26. 3D Z12 plot it-n(l the constant Z12 contour lines show the coupling
between the contacts in Figs 3;2J: (?t) 3D Z[2 Plot (1)) Comst.zuit Z12 contours.
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Figure 3.27. Illustration of the movement of the small contact along one of the
contour lines shown in Fig. 3.26 (b).
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Figure 3.28. The model also works for asymmetric geometries. (a)An asymmetric L-
shaped contact and a square contact. (b) Model agrees with the simulation results
for different y values for the contact geometries of (a) with a maximum error of
12.6 %.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.29. (a) A U-shaped and a square contact. (b) The square contact is com-
pletely surrounded by another contact.
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Figure 3.30. The model and simulations agree for the contact geometry in Fig. 3.29
(a). (a) Logarithm of Z1, versus Y for three different .xo values obtained by ))Sing
the model. (b) Logaritliei of Z12 versus xo when ! 40µm. In this example the
U-shaped contact consists of three rectangular contacts of size 100pr11, x 10p11)a. and
the square contact is 101iiii x lOEim.
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4. PRELIMINARY MODEL FOR LIGHTLY DOPED CMOS
SUBSTRATES

4.1. 2D Simulations in Lightly Doped Substrates

A substrate thickness of 20µm was used instead of 675µm specified by the

process information in MEDICI simulations. This was done since only a limited

number of grid points can be used in MEDICI.

MEDICI simulations for lightly doped substrates show that Z11 is constant

for different contact widths. The p+ channel-stop implant layer in a lightly doped

substrate creates a low resistance path for current to flow. Therefore, the injected

current first spreads over the surface before it flows to the grounded backplane.

In this type of substrate, the resistive path from the contact to the backplane is

dependent on the overall chip surface, instead of just the contact dimensions. In

Fig. 4.1 (a), the current flow lines indicate that the p+ channel-stop implant layer

causes current spreading on the surface. For a homogeneous lightly doped substrate,

the current does not spread on the surface as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), and therefore

Z11 changes with width.

The data extracted from MEDICI simulations is used to plot Zil as a function

of the contact width in Fig 4.2. Z11 stays constant with contact width as expected

since a channel-stop implant layer was used in simulations.

Fig. 4.3 shows that the logarithm of Z12 decreases linearly with the separa-

tion, x. This linear behavior indicates that Z[2 in lightly doped substrates decreases

exponentially with the separation as it does in heavily doped substrates.

The curve of Fig. 4.3 can be represented as an exponential function of the

separation. A curve fit on the data shows that Z12 in lightly doped substrates can

be modeled as:
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Figure 4.1. Current flow lines in a lightly doped substrate for a point contact in: (a)
substrate with a channel-stop implant layer anal (b) a homogeneous substrate.
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Figure 4.2. Z11 as a function of contact width.

Z12(x) a6 :x. (4.1)

where a and 3 are process dependent parameters that can be extracted from ei-

ther device simulations or measurements. The model shows good agreement with

MEDICI simulations as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. This figure also illustrates that the

value of Z12 changes at a small rate with separation. The 13 value, for lightly doped

substrates is considerably smaller than that for a heavily doped substrate.

4.2. Lightly Doped Substrate Modeling in 3D

As mentioned in section 4.1, the p+ channel-stop implant layer in lightly

doped CMOS processes causes current spreading on the chip surface. Consequently,

Z11 is also a function of the chip area in lightly doped substrates. Discontinuities in
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Figure 4.3. Logarithm of Z12 as a function of separation between the injecting and
sensing contacts in a lightly doped substrate.

the channel-stop implant layer due to ii-well structures would prevent the current

flow on the chip surface. Hence the effective chip area for a contact will be smaller

than the overall chip area. Fig. 4.4 shows the simulated dependence of Z11 on

die area when the contact size is kept constant at 50µm x 50µm. For the same

contact size Zi i is not a function of die area in heavily doped substrates as shown

in Fig. 4.5. Simulation results were obtained by using EPIC. Similar results were

obtained Cadence's tool SCA [16].

One of the shortcomings of a 2D device simulator such as MEDICI is that

only the width of the contacts is taken into account during simulations. For a given

contact width. the 3rd dimension is assumed to be infinitely long. For heavily doped

substrates the chip area does not introduce significant error as seen in Fig. 4.5.
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Z11(Q)
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Figure 4.4. Simulations show that Z11 has a strong dependence on die area for a
given contact size in lightly doped CBIOS processes.

However, in a lightly doped substrate a significant difference is seen. In order to see

the effect of contact dimensions it is a necessary to simulate lightly doped substrates

using a 3D simulator. Fig. 4.6 illustrates that Z1I has a dependence on contact size

for a constant die area according to Cadence SC A. EPIC simulation results support

the same dependence as shown in Fig. 4.7.

A curve fit to SCA simulations results shows that Z11 in a lightly doped

substrate can be modeled as:

Zil --
I

K1Pcr i meter + K2

The model in (4.2) needs to be verified with other simulation tools. Die area and

contact area dependence of Z11 should also be incorporated into the Z11 model.

Momentum assumes an infinite die area for its simulations, making the tool un-

E+04
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Figure 4.5. Z1 1 does not depend on die area for a given contact size in heavily doped
CMOS processes.
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Figure 4.6. Simulations show that Z11 depends on contact size for a constant die area
of (1.2mm x 0.24Nm). This result cannot be predicted by 2D device simulations.
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Figure 4.7. Z11 is a function of contact size for a constant die area of (barn x lrnxn).
EPIC simulation results agree with the SCA simulations.

suitable for simulations of lightly doped substrates. Limited availability of accurate

simulation tools, and lack of experimental data for lightly doped substrates makes

it difficult to model Z11 accurately for lightly doped substrates.

Simulation results for Z12 also show a behavior different from the \IEDICI

results in lightly doped substrates. Fig. 4.8 shows the logarithm of Z12 obtained from

3D EPIC simulations. This figure indicates that Z12 has to be modeled such that

log(Z12) is linear for large separations and has a large value at zero separation. A 0th

order modified Bessel function of second kind. K0(x), meets the above requirements

for large separations. The leading terra in the asymptotic expansion of Ko (:z) for

large x is

e (4.3)

The logarithm of (4.3) is equal to

log (I( (x))

r? :r

. + log( /
2) - 2 log(s) (4.4)
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Figure 4.8. Logarithm of Z12 in lightly eloped substrates. 3D simulation results are
obtained from EPIC.

For large x

log

x
K 1 (4.:5)

Hence, log(x) can be neglected with respect to x and log(,/2) is a constant terra, in

(4.3). Therefore logarithm of Ko(x) changes linearly- with the separation for large

separations. Based on these observations Z12 lit lightly doped substrates can be

modeled as:

Z12 (x) - (}Ko (d.i 4.6

where a and d are process dependent parameters that can be extracted from either

device simulations or measurements. The model shows good agreement with EPIC

simulations as illustrated in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9. Simulations show that Z12 can be modeled as a modified Bessel function
of the 0th order. Model and the simulations are in good agreement. In this example
the contacts are 2µm x 2µm and the chip area is (lmm x 0.25mm).
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5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES AND COMPUTATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

In the previous section, a scalable Z-parameter-based model has been de-

veloped for substrate resistance extraction. In this section, a comparison of the

accuracy of the scalable model with simulations for a wide variety of contact shapes

and spacings is given. These examples demonstrate that the model is both accurate

and efficient in predicting substrate resistances.

The reason this approach is efficient is due to the scalability of the model

with contact size. In other approaches, the contacts have to be divided into smaller

panels and a large resistive network is extracted. In panel based approaches charge

or current distribution is calculated for equipotential contact surfaces. Since the

current distribution is not uniform on the surface, each contact needs to be divided

into panels. As a result, the resistive array becomes very large and requires signif-

icant computational effort. The scalable model can be directly used to generate a

compact network representation in an efficient manner. A simple example is illus-

trated in Fig. 5.1 where two contacts are shown and each contact is discretized into

panels in existing non-scalable approaches. The simulated and calculated resistance

values in Fig. 5.1 are compared in Table 5.1. The resistance values calculated from

the scalable model are approximately the same as those from simulations. The error

is less than 5(/c.

The scalable model can also be used for contacts of different shapes as shown

in Fig. 5.2. The computed resistance values are shown in Table 5.2. Once again,

the macromodel accurately computes the substrate resistances. All the resistance

values are within 5% of the simulated values.

An example of three contacts is shown in Fig. 5.3. The resistance values for

this example are presented in Table 5.3. In this case also, there is good agreement
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separation (x)

Off v
MAO -;FL-
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.Figure 5.1. Calculation of substrate resistance networks comparing the conventional
and the scalable modeling approaches. (a) Two large contacts are discretized into
panels and the calculated cross-coupling resistance value for a separation of 10/tin
is 22.2KS2. (b) For the scalable model the contacts are not discretized into panels.
The calculated resistance value is 21.7KQ

1?11(c) R22(Sl) 1312(Kc )

Model 221 i 221 21.7

Simulation, 232 232 22.2

Table 5.1. Comparison of resistance values obtained from simulations and the scal-
able model for the example in Fig. .5-1.

IOu

ME

.1511

separation (x)

5u)

20u

Figure 5.2. Verili(oalion of the model for different contact shapes for il sl i,arat.ion
x = 40Ecnr.
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I R I I (S?) R22(Q) R 12( \'Q)

Model 252 294 10.96

Siiwilati0n 2O4 292 11.29

Table 5.2. Comparison of resistance values obtained from simulations and the scal-
able model for the example in Fig. 5.2,

between the mnacrornodel and simnlat.ious. The maximum error from the simulations

is under 8%.

20u

20u 3i

30u

I

I

separation x=30u

separation x=40u

60u

Figure 5.3. A three contact example is used to show the application of the scalable
model to multiple contacts.

The traditional approaches divide the contacts into smaller panels before

extracting the resistive network for the substrate. With the scalable model the

resistance values can be directly extracted.

For the example of Fig. 5.1. con: ider each contact to be discretized into 10

smaller panels. The resulting Z matrix is a 20 x 20 dense matrix; The resistance
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Element, Model Simulation

R11 24952 26152

R22 13952 14152

R33 10952 118Q

R12 6.9K52 7.3K52

R1:3 21.4K52 22.4K52

R23 14.4K52 14.2K52

Table 5.3. Resistance values from simulations and the scalable model are in good
agreement for the example in Fig. 5.3.

values would be determined by inverting this dense matrix which has an order of

complexity 203 if a direct method is used. The same calculation can be performed

by using the scalable macromodel. In this case, only the inverse of a 2 x 2 matrix

must be calculated.

Now consider a case of three contacts as shown in Fig. .5.4. The first contact

is divided into nl panels, while the second and third contacts are divided into n2

and n3 panels, respectively. As a result of the contact discretization, the Z matrix

will be a dense matrix of size (nl + it.2 + n3) x (nl + n2 + n3). For the scalable

approach the matrix size will be 3 x 3. In a general case of K contacts, the Z matrix

will be of size Zs2ze:

Zsize

where ni is the number of panels for the irh contact. For comparison, with the

scalable approach the Z matrix «-ill only he of size K x K which is a significantly
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Z11111XnI

n2xii2.

Z33
n3xn3

Figure 5.4. A non-scalable substrate model requires division of contacts into small
panels.

smaller matrix. The scalahilit, - of the model with contact dimensions makes it

computationally efficient. Therefore. (lie macromodel can handle problems with a

large number of contacts.

Next, we provide a comparison of the efficiency of the scalable model with

panel-based approaches. For the three given examples of application the computa-

tion complexities are compared in terms of the total number of panels, P. The Z

matrix size is P x P and is summarized in Table 5.4. It is clear that the model is

computationally- much more efficient cOInllare(:l to approaches in which contacts are

divided into smaller panels.

S:rrlrnple Model 55110141 toil

Fig. 5.1 2 x 2 880 x 880

Fig. 5,2 2x2 395x395

Fig. 5.3 :3 x 3 126 7 x 1267

Table 5.4. Size of Z matrices for the scalable model and panel-based approaches.
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Finally consider a realistic substrate extraction example from [4]. In this case

there are 52 contacts that are discretized into 2647 panels for the Green's function

approach. This results in a Z matrix of size 2647 x 2647. In order to compute the

resistance values iterative techniques such as GMIRES or Krvlov subspace methods

are necessary. For this example, with the scalable macromodel the Z matrix is of

size 52 x 52. This is a significantly smaller matrix and the substrate resistances can

be computed using direct matrix inversion.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The Z-parameter formulation model proposed in the previous sections has been
validated on a test chip. This test chip was fabricated in a 0.35Eim CMOS TSMC

process through MIOSIS. The chip has several substrate test structures as shown in
Fig. 6.1. The test structures for validation of the low frequency scalable model have

several p+ contacts of different sizes and shapes. All the contacts are connected to
60Nm x 60prn DC probe pads for probing. The measurement setup consists of a HP
4156B semiconductor parameter analyzer and a CASCADE probe station.

Structures to
verify low frequency

scalable model

High frequency
test structures

N-well isolation
technique test

structures

SRP test
structures

Figure 6.1. Substrate coupling test structures.
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The chip has a. downboncl which makes an electrical connection from the

package cavity to the bottom of the chip. This bonding finger is also connected

(wired) to one of the chip's pads. therefore it was possible to ground the backplane

by using pin during the measurements. The backplane of the die is contacted to a

down-bonding metal plate through the conductive epoxy. The contact between the

substrate and the epoxy behaves as a nonlinear element. This nonlinearity has to

be deeinbedded from the measurement results; The characterization of backplane

nonlinearity is done by using the method in

Fig. 6.2 shows measured Zi r values for different sized reel angular contacts.

This figure verifies the proposed Zr, model.

&OOF. -02

Z 11(S)
`.00 V--

6. OOE+

5.00FJ-t

4.00E+02

3.00E--02

2.00V+02

.1.00 F,+02

0.0OE+00
s' Yly 'i

I<r r !4 vli 'O FO O

Contact Dimensions (um)

Me tsurement

Model

Figure 6.2. Measured data for Z[ ogree.s with the results obtained from the model.

Z-- 1

11" i Jrca + Ii 2I'erirrreter + K3

In (6.1) curve fitting parameters for the measured Z11 values are

Kr = 3.!l1 5 7 x 106 ( 1 )
A-,

_ .50..3087 ( ) K3 6.9400 x 10-4 (
1

52rn On?, S
=



J(

These are very close to the ones obtained from simulation results for the HP 0.511rn,

CMOS process. This is expected because both the HP 0.51i.m and TSMC 0.35pm

are heavily doped epi processes. Coefficients obtained for simulated data are:

=3.1911x106(
1

) A7 17.6177(-
S2m2

1

Ml
= 7.0579 x 10- ( )

S2

This test chip includes different contact geometries along with the rectangular ones.

Measurement results show that the area and perimeter dependent Z11 model also

predicts the measured values accurately for these different shapes. Fig. 6.3 shows a

L-shaped contact, an U-shaped contract and a square-shaped contact as examples.

The area and perimeter for each contact is also shown in Fig. 6.3. The model agrees

with the measurements for all three examples.

In order to measure Zit values, an array of contacts with different separa-

tions is used. Fig. 6.4 (a) shows eight 2.41jm x 2.4µm contacts with four different

separations. Measurement results verify the exponential behavior of the Z12 model

in Fig. 6.4 (b). The parameters obtained from measurements are

898.1552 3 = 8.676 x 104
1
1
M

The simulated ,Q value from Momentum and EPIC simulations for the HP 0.5µm

CMOS process is around 8.3 x 10" . The close agreement between the 3 values is

expected since both the HP 0.5pru and TSMC 0.35µm are heavily doped processes

and have similar doping profiles.

The a value can be also calculated from the model as a function of area

and perimeter at zero separation. At zero separation the two contacts merge into

a single contact. Fig. 6.5 shows the area and perimeter calculation of the resulting

single contact.

By using the total area and perimeter values in Fig. 6.5, a can be calculated

as:
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Area = 950 µm2
Perimeter = 210 µm

45µm

60µm

Measurement Z11 = 64.31

Model Z11 = 62.39 Q

Area = 1600 µm2
Perimeter = 340 µm

60µm

It

100µm

V

60µm

MNI

180jarn

100µm

Measurement Z11 = 38.33 Q

Model Z11 = 38.81 Q

Area = 3600 µm2
Perimeter = 720 µm

Measurement Z11 = 16.24 Q

Model Z11 = 18.31 Q

Figure 6.3. Different contact geometries. Measurement results show that the area
and perimeter dependent Z11 model also predicts, the measured values accurately
for these different shapes.
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H I
10µm 20µm

103

15

(b)

35 40

Figure 6.4. (a) Array structure for 2.4µm x 2.4µm contacts. (b) Z12 measurement
results agree with the model for contacts of (a).

A1=5.76µm2 A2=5.76µm2

P1=9.6µm P2=9.6µm

H 4
30µm 40µm

(a)

20 25 30
Separation (µm)

At=11.52µm2

Pt=14.4µm

Figure 6.5. At zero separation the two 2.4µm x 2.4µm contacts merge into a single
contact of size 4.8µm x 2.4µm.
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0 =8243iQK1-4,+K2P,+K3 6.2)

The cc value obtained from model is in agreement with the measured value of

898.155.

the dependence of cx on contact dimensions can also be verified with inea-

surements. Fig. 6.6 shows three different sized pair of contacts at lOEzm separa-

tion. the values of ov can be obtained from the ratio of Z12/exp( f3 x 10Rm) where

= 8.676 x 104 l/rn as measured for this process. A comparison of the obtained

20 µm x 10µm contacts 30 µm x 10µm contacts 40 µm x 10µm contacts

-4 0.

10 µm 10µm 10µm

Figure G.G. Three different sized contact pairs at a separation of Wpm.

cx values and the model is shown in Fig. 6.7. This example shows that the value of'

a is equal to the Z, I value of a single contact when the two contacts merge into one

for zero separation.

1
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t Model
-0- Measurement

(60x1(.)
Dimension of contact at zero separation (um)

(80x10)

Figure 6.7.. The modeled and extracted values of o are in good agreement.
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7. CONCLUSION

This thesis presents an efficient and accurate modeling approach for substrate noise

coupling analysis. The key to the efficiency and accuracy is a model that is scalable

with both the geometry and the spacing of the contacts. The model was developed

for heavily doped substrates and good agreement is achieved between the model,

simulations and measurements. A preliminary model for lightly doped substrates is

also proposed. The efficiency and accuracy of this model have been demonstrated on

several examples. Future work will include completing the substrate noise coupling

model in lightly doped substrates considering die area effects, incorporation of this

model in a CAD tool and studying the applications of the model to circuit examples.

One such circuit of interest is the oscillator. Substrate noise affects the phase noise

and jitter in oscillators. This model is being used to predict the effect of substrate

noise coupling on fitter in ring oscillators. Low noise amplifiers and data converters

are some of the other circuits for which this model can be used.
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APPENDIX A. Calculation of Z Parameters from S Parameters

The S and Y parameters for a 2-port network are given by:

b1 = Slim + 512x2 it = 1irV + 1i21 z
h2 S120,1+S2202 12=Y12V1+1"2212

Substituting for a;j and bid in terms of the port voltages and currents in the
parameter equation

1J12

ZoZ1 =Sri
Zoi

+512
z+Z0i2
2\/Zo

.2
Zo

22

- S21 C
ti

12+ Zo

il
) + S22 C2+ ZOI )

From (Al

Zoi1 + S11Zoit + S12Z012 = II - S11I /1 S1212

From (A2):

2012 + S2146 + S22ZO12 = V2 - S21V1 - S22

S11+1 S12

S21 S22 + 1

Z() (S + I)

12Z1

1-S11 -512
-S21 1 - S22

21 =(I-S
i2

Z11 = Z (S + I)-1(I - S)
J

0

So:

zo (S + I)-r (I - S)

Z=Y-1

=Y

.,

(A2)

For the special case of two contacts the Z and Y parameters are related to each
other as follows:

Z1i ='.: j , Z12 Z21 =
I1

Z22 = `.`,

S-

(Al)

-
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APPENDIX B. Model parameter extraction for Zi I

PARAMETER EXTRACTION FLOW FOR Zll
Z11 is measured for a single contact. It is the ratio of open circuit voltage at the
contact to the input current at the contact, with all other contacts as open circuits.

li
Z11 (= Bl)

Zii can be modeled as a function of the contact area and perimeter.

1Zin = (B2)
Kn x Area + K2 x Perim + K3

Parameters to extract: K
constant for a given substrate.

i
ca1n2

K2 (gym) and K3 O . These parameters are

Objective: To calculate Z11 for any contact size in a given substrate using the
extracted parameters.

Parameter Extraction Steps:

Step 1: Obtain at least 10 different data points (from simulations or mea-
surements) for Zll using a single contact with both square and rectangular
geometries. Vary contact sizes in the range of 2.4µm to 100µm.

Step 2: Extract parameters Kt, K2 and K3 by curve-fitting (B2) to Z11 data.

Extracted Parameter Values:

HP 0.5µm process: Parameters from simulated data.

Ki =3.1911x1060 2) K 47.6177 (I
n

K3 = 7.0579 x 10-4 ()

TSMC 0.35µm process: Parameters from measured data.

Ki = 3.9157 x 106 ( 1 :) K2 = .55.3087 (
1

) K3 = 6.9400 x 10-4
(1 )

QT02 c2m Q
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clear all;

close all;

load newZll.dat;

wx=newZll(:,1);

wz=newZll(:,2);

Z11=1./newZll(:,3);

global count errvec

count=1;
errvec= [] ;

options(2)=le-10;

options(3)=le-10;

options(6)=2;

options(7)=1;

options(14)=50000;

lam=fmins('fitZllxz',[3e6,40, le-4],options,[1,wx,wz,Z11);

K1=lam(1);

K2=lam(2);

K3=lam(3);

y = (K1*(wx.*wz)+K2*2*(wx+wz)+K3);

grid on

plot(wx.*1e6,1./y,'b*',wx.*1e6,1./Z11,'ro');

hold on

plot(wx.*1e6,1./y,'b',wx.*1e6,1./Z11,'r');

xlabel('Dimension of source (\mum)');

ylabel('Z_{11} (\Omega)');

grid on;

legend('Model','Measurement')

figure
plot(wx*1e6,((1./y)-(1./Z11))./(1./Z11)*100);

title('Percentage error')

xlabel('Dimension of source (\mum)');

ylabel('Percentage error');

grid on;

Error calculation between simulated data and the model function.
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function [error_data]=fitZllxz(lam,wx,wz,Zll)
global errvec;

global count;

error = Z11-(lam(1)*(wx.*wz)+lam(2)*2*(wx+wz)+lam(3));

error_data=norm(error);

errvec(count)=error_data;

count = count+1;
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APPENDIX C. Model parameter extraction for Z12

Z12 (x, y) is a function of both r and ,y, where x is the separation between the
contacts and y is the relative position of the two contacts, as described below.

W

y=O

Z12 is measured for two contacts. It is the ratio of the open circuit voltage at the
first contact to the input current at the second contact. with all other contacts as
open circuits.

Z12 1h 0
2
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PARAMETER EXTRACTION FLOW FOR Z1 2 (.r dependence)
Z12 as a function of r can be modeled as

Z12 =

Parameter to extract: d( ). S is a constant for a given substrate.

Parameter to calculate: cv(Q). ca depends on contact dimensions.

Objective: To calculate Z12 for any contact size in a given substrate using ex-
tracted parameters.

Parameter Extraction Steps:

Step 1: Obtain at least 10 different data points (from simulations or measure-
ments) for Z12 using two contacts with square or rectangular geometries for
different separations. First choose geometries in the range of 2.4µrn to 100µm
and then vary the separation from 1011m to 120µm.

Step 2: Two contacts merge into a single contact at zero separation. The
value of G is equal to the Z11 value of the merged contact. Therefore the value
of a can be calculated from:

1

x Area + K2 x Perim + K3

where Area and Perirn are the area and the perimeter of the merged contact,
respectively.

Step 3: Using the Z12 data and the expression for Z12 = cxe curve fit to
determine /3.

Extracted Parameter Values:

HP 0.5µm process: 3 from simulated data is

1,3=8.3x104(-)
rn

TSMC 0.35µm process: /3 from measured data is

,3 = 8.676 x 104 ()
10
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PARAMETER EXTRACTION FLOW FOR Z12 (y dependence)
Z12 as a function of y can be modeled as

Z12=aye+by+c

Parameters to extract: a and b (s ). Both parameters a and b scale with
rn- m

contact dimensions.
Parameter to calculate: c(SZ). c also depends on contact dimensions.

Objective: To calculate Z12 for any contact size in a given substrate using ex-
tracted parameters.

Parameter Extraction Steps:

Step 1: Select any separation larger than 10µm (,I:a).

Step 2: Obtain at least 10 different data points (from simulations or mea-
surements) for Z12 using two contacts with square or rectangular geometries
for different y values. First choose the geometries in the range of 2.4µm to
100µm such that one of the contacts will be larger than the other one and
then vary the y from 0µm to the length of the large contact.

Step 3: Calculate c by observing that Z121y_0 =
c. Thus C - Z19 1.y=0 CiC

'
.

. Z12ly=o = 2+by+c

Step 4: Determine a and b by curve fitting Z12 data for different y values.

Step 5: Once the parameters are extracted for a specific pair of contacts,
parameters can be obtained for any contact size. When the contact dinnesions
change the new a value for the contact pair will be:

1

0171ew = KKl x Area,,,,, + K2 X Peri new + 3

where Area,,,? and Perimnew are the area and the perimeter of the new merged
contacts at zero separation. Z12 for different contact sizes can be calculated
by scaling parameters a, b and c by

Extracted Parameter Values:

HP 0.5µm process: The parameter is obtained from simulated data for
contact sizes of 100ltrn x 10µm and l0ym x 10µm at a separation :a 10µ/n.

0 n
a=-4.0130x10`'( ) b=3.6125x10c= 15.1332x105(c2)

n - rn,
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Curvefitting
close all;

load newtest2.dat;

x=newtest2(:,1);

Z12=abs(newtest2(:,3));

global count errvec

count=1;

errvec= [] ;
options(2)=le-10;

options(3)=le-10;

options(6)=2;

options(7)=1;

options(14)=50000;

lam=fmins (' fitZ12' , [1e5] ,options , [] , x, Z12) ;

alpha=lam(1);

beta=lam(2);

y=(alpha.*exp(-beta.*x));

grid on

semilogy(x.*le6,y,x.*I.e6,Z12,'ro');

xlabel('Separation (\mum)');

ylabel('Z_{12} (\Omega)');

grid on

figure
plot(x,(y-Z12)./Z12*100);

title('Percentage error')

xlabel('Dimension of source (\mum)');

ylabel('Z_{12} (\Omega)');

grid on;

Error calculation between the model and dat

function [error_data]=fitZl2(lam,x,Z12)

global errvec;

global count;

error = Z12-(lam(1)*exp(-lam(2).*x));

error_data=norm(error);

errvec(count)=error_data;



count = count+1;

Curvefitting for Z12 dependence on y

close all;

clear all;

xa=input('Please enter the separation between the two contacts. xa(m):');

w=input('Please enter the length of the large contact. w(m):');
s=input('Please enter the length of the small contact. s(m):');
load eff_10x10_50x10_x030u.dat

x=eff_10x10_50x10_x030u(:,1);

Z12=eff-10x10_50x10_x030u(:,2);

c=eff_10x10_50x10_x030u(1,2);

global count errvec

count=1;

errvec=[];
options(2)=le-10;

options(3)=le-10;

options(6)=2;
options(7)=1;

options(14)=50000;

lam=fmins('fit_quad',[-le8],options,[1,x,w,s,c,Z12);

a=lam(1);

b=-a*(w-s);

y = a*x.-2+b*x+c;

grid on

plot(x.*1e6,y,x.*1e6,Z12,'ro');

xlabel('Position of small contact (\mum),);

ylabel('Z_{12} (\Omega)');

grid on;

figure
plot(x,(y-Z12)./(Z12)*100);

title('Percentage error')

xlabel('Position of small contact (\mum)');

ylabel('Z_{12} (\Omega),);

grid on;

Error calculation between the simulated data and model
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function [error_data]=fit_quad(lam,x,w,s,c,Z12)

global errvec;

global count;

error = Z12-(lam(1)*x.-2+(-(w-s)*lam(1))*x+c);

error_data=norm(error);

errvec(count)=error_data;

count = count+1;
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APPENDIX D. Cadence Affirma Substrate Coupling Analysis

Steps to use Cadence SCA:

1. Define a substrate profile file.
Heavily doped substrates

File name:heavilysub.prof

LAYER Z1=0.0 Z2=300.0 RHO=0.0375

LAYER Z1=300.0 Z2=303.0 RHO=130

LAYER Z1=303.0 Z2=304.0 RHO=0.194

BACKPLANE NAME= BACKPLANE!

Lightly doped substrates

File name:lightlysub.prof
LAYER Z1=0.0 Z2=675.0 RHO=43.457

LAYER Z1=675.0 Z2=675.2 RHO=0.06839
BACKPLANE NAME= BACKPLANE!

2. Obtain the substrate port definitions through adjustments to the DIVA ex-
traction rule file.

Adjustments in the rules file (HP 0.5jiro. process):

(ivlf
(switch "extract?") then

(scab =(geomOr "scab"))

(laydie=(geomOr "laydie"))

(diffEnclCont=(geomEnclose pdiff contact))

Create dummy connection layers for scaBulk

(scaVia = (geomEmpty))

(scaCond = (geomEmpty))

PRE on the guard ring and its substrate port image

o_scaBulk=measureResistance(scaBulk "resistor ivpcell" 0.05 0.56
11r11

(distribute 8)

(ignore >= 0.01)

(geomConnect

(via scaVia scaCond scaBulk)

(via nwell2diff nwell diff scaBulk)

(via contact diff metalli scaBulk)

(via laydie psubstr diff scaBulk)



)

x=lambda( (ids2)

let( ( subLayers subResCV)

if( ids2->extracted then

subLayers = list(list("scab" 0.3 ) )

subResCV =list("analogLib" "presistor" "symbol")

subDieLpp=list("laydie" "drawing")

dbReplaceProp(ids2->extracted "subLayers"

"ilList" subLayers)

dbReplaceProp(ids2->extracted "subResCellView"

"ilList" subResCV)

dbReplaceProp(ids2->extracted "subDieLpp"

"ilList" subDieLpp)

ivCallProc(x)

(savelnterconnect

(scaBulk "scab" )

3. Run DIVA extraction in flat extraction mode.

4. In Virtuoso; select Verify-SCA from the extracted view. The generated sub-
strate model is stored as res.out
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APPENDIX E. Measurement Structures on the Test Chip

3

2

1

Array 1 & 2:
Array of 2.41,crn x 2.4µm contacts for small separations. The measurement results
for this array is shown in Fig. 6.4.

6

6
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Array 3:

Array of 6µin x 61m contacts.
Array 4:

Array of 301m x 301m contacts.
Array 5:
Different contact sizes are at 10µm separation, in order to see the effect of contact
dimensions on cx. The measurement results for this array are shown in Fig. 6.7.
Array 6:
Three contacts of sizes 60pm x 1.21im, 120µm x 1.2µm and 180µm x 1.2µm are
included in this array. The objective is to see how Zrl changes if we change both
contact area and perimeter by the same factor (2 and 3) for this example.

Contact size (µm) Measured Z11(Q) ZI1 from, Model(Q)
60µm x 1.2µm 133.5279 129.1036

120µm x 1.2µm 72.8195 68.1910
180µm x 1.2µm 50.0573 46.3313

Array 7:
These different sized rectangular contacts are used for Zrr measurements. Results
are shown in Fig. 6.2. This array also includes an example of two different contact
sizes for different y values. Contact sizes are 201-tm x 60µm and 20µm x 20µm.
Array 8:
Zll measurement for the U-shaped contact included in this array is shown in Fig. 6.3.
Array 9:
Zll measurement for the square-shaped contact included in this array is shown in
Fig. 6.3.
Array 10:
Zir measurement for the L-shaped contact included in this array is shown in Fig. 6.3.
Array 11:
The objective for the structures in this array is to see the effects of contact orien-
tation on Z12. Two vertically aligned and two horizontally aligned 60µrr1 x 10µ1TI
contacts with a separation of 54µm were used.

Array 3. Array 4, Array7 and Array 11 have very small values of Z12 and
reliable measurements could not be made. These structures are better suited to
lightly doped substrates.


